


FORCE  LH102P



FORCE LH102A is a long-lasting active satellite speaker
high performance, designed for medium and large
spaces.
It combines a 10" 500w aes speaker and two 1.75" tweeters. with
Class D ampli�cation and our DSP, which guarantees exceptional 
sound quality and power, includes FIR �lters.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:

It has a very high size/power ratio. It is made of 15mm
birch plywood, with a strong structure and low weight
(20kg).

It uses 2 x 1,100w class D ampli�cation and our DSP with 4 
di�erent presets.

FORCE LH102A is easy to use and is optimized for use in
together with our Unka Sound subwoofers, forming powerful 
system systems for medium and large spaces

Optimization of our systems.
We have created several possibilities to mount our systems, according to the 
needs of our customers.
We are aware that we have clients who need absolute control over the system 
and clients who do not need this type of technology.
For this reason we have decided to create 2 FORCE LH102 systems, taking into 
account that their internal components are always the same, the only di�erence 
is power and control.
New addition of the new processor with FIR �lters.

1.- FORCE LH102A
It has a 2x1,100w power module, one channel for its own enclosure and the 
other channel to feed another FORCE LH102P subwoofer (on request). Without 
external control and with 4 presets.

2.- FORCE LH102P
In this case, the LH102P is a passive cabinet that can be used with
ampli�cation how to be a slave to FORCE LH102A.



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS FORCE LH102P

ACOUSTICS

CROSS OVER

TRANSDUCERS

AUDIO INPUT

PHYSICAL

POWER HANDLING

MAX POWER

IMPEDANCE

COVERAGE

FRECUENCY RANGE

SPL 1W/1MT

MAXIMUM SPL

1 x 500 W @ 8 Ω  +   2 x 60 W @ 16 Ω 

1.000W + 240W  

1 x 8 Ω    2 x 16 Ω 

80 Hz - 20 khz  +/- 3dB

95 dB

133 dB CONTINUOS - 139 dB PEAK

DSP CONTROLLED PRESET SPEAKERS

75Hz 

TYPE

FREQUENCY

CONNECTORS

WIRING

1 X 10” NEODIMIO   +   2 x 1,75”  NEODIMIO 

1x Speakon In  /  1x Speakon link

PIN1+ = higt+  /  PIN1- = higt-                     PIN2+ =low  / PIN2- = low

MEASURES

WEIGHT

54 X 31,2 X 19 CM   (21,26” x 12,28” x 7,48” )

18 KG  ( 39,68 lb)

HORIZONTAL 140º  /  VERTICAL 15º

 495mm 
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